
Scent can make people more trustworthy, honest, generous

Study Title: The Smell of Virtue: Clean Scents Promote Reciprocity and Charity

Abstract: Smells can influence judgment (Schnall, Haidt, Clore, & Jordan, 2008) and 
regulate behavior: For example, Holland, Hendriks, and Aarts (2005) found that ex-
posure to citrus cleaning scents enhanced the mental accessibility of cleaning-relat-
ed constructs and led participants to maintain a cleaner environment while eating. 
Given the symbolic association between physical and moral purity, we considered 
a provocative possibility: In addition to regulating physical cleanliness, clean smells 
might also motivate virtuous behavior. Indeed, moral transgressions can engender 
literal feelings of dirtiness (Zhong & Liljenquist, 2006). Just as many symbolic as-
sociations, such as coldness and loneliness (Zhong & Leonardelli, 2008) or darkness 
and depravity (Frank & Gilovich, 1988), are reciprocally related (Lakoff, 1987), moral-
ity and cleanliness may also be reciprocally linked. We investigated whether clean 
scents could transcend the domain of physical cleanliness and promote virtuous 
behavior. Two experiments demonstrated that clean scents not only motivate clean 
behavior, but also promote virtuous behavior by increasing the tendency to recipro-
cate trust and to offer charitable help. Capitalizing on the fact that abstract concepts 
are often symbolically derived from the concrete environment (Emerson, 1836), our 
results suggest that olfactory cues can trigger virtuous behaviors that are related to 
cleanliness at only a symbolic level. The link from cleanliness to virtuous behavior 
appears to be a nonconscious one: in neither experiment did participants recognize 
an influence of scent on their behavior, and in Experiment 2, perceived cleanliness 
did not differ by condition nor correlate with the effects.

General Findings: Clean scents not only motivate clean behavior, but also promote 
virtuous behavior by increasing the tendency to reciprocate trust and to offer chari-
table help. Our results suggest that olfactory cues can trigger virtuous behaviors that 
are related to cleanliness at only a symbolic level. 
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